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DEATH IN WINTER: SYMBOLIC APPROACHES TO HURON ARCHAEOLOGY
Dr. Peter Ramsden
McMaster University

Our last speaker before the annual summer break is Peter Ramsden, and he promises to
end the season on an interesting note.
Besides being a professor at McMaster
University where he has worked with some of the finest students in Ontario Archaeology
today (!), Peter also is writing the Huron section of the Chapter's Prehistory of
Southern Ontario Volume, has worked in the Canadian Arctic, and can fly Twin Otter
planes (both outdoors and indoors). Try to make it back from the field and see our last
speaker of the season. Meeting time on May 14th is the usual (8:00 P.M.), as is the
meeting place (1600 Attawandaron Rd., Museum of Indian Archaeology). See You there!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
There is a great deal to report on this month, with various activities on the go,
going, or almost gone! First, the Chapter will, in all probability, have a table to sell
our wares at the upcoming Society for American Archaeology meetings in Toronto May
7-10, held at the Royal York Hotel across from Union Station. We will be sharing the
table with the OAS main body (in order to help offset the cost of renting the table).
We'll be selling our two publications as well as advertising our Chapter to those who
may be interested. As this meeting draws probably ^he largest annual gathering of
North American (and elsewhere) archaeologists, we hope to do some brisk selling.
However, the Chapter and the main body are looking for volunteers who will be
attending the conference and can spare a couple of hours or more to man the desk...we
can't take people's money if there's no one to take it! Please let a member of the
Chapter executive know if you can spare some time at our desk, its a great way of
meeting people, promoting Ontario archaeology, and also helping out the Chapter and
society (gee, is this worth a stamp on passports?!).
Publication sales are going well for both volumes, we are quite close to breaking
even on our Studies volume (which means that sales to date will have paid for the costs
of printing the issue), and the Consulting volume sales are moving at as quick a pace as
when Studies came out. Also, Peter Reid provided Arch Notes with a review of the
Studies volume, and Sue Jamieson has agreed to submit a review of the Consulting
volume to the same newsletter. We are also actively trying to have the volumes
reviewed in other regional and national publications. As well, we are looking forward
to producing future issues of the Occasional Publications series. For example, Number
3, a manuscript by Carl Murphy, will probably be ready for submission to the series by
the end of the summer...right Carl? Our Prehistory of Southern Ontario volume will
have all manuscripts together for the editing process by mid-fall, and we also have in
the works an issue of contributed papers on the prehistory of Boreal Forest, Sub-Arctic
peoples in the Northeast. This issue would compliment the prehistory of southern
Ontario one. So keep your pens and cheques ready, we'll have more issues for you
before too long.
On another note, the executive is happy to report that there will be no less than
two different projects on the go this summer for Chapter members who'd like an
opportunity to work in the field. Both Project Erie, and excavations at the Van Bemmel
(Younge phase) site are a go, and will be requiring a great number of volunteers. A
flyer at the back of this issue gives members more information about each project.
Finally and of most importance, more information is available regarding the
Heritage Act review committee meetings to be held across the province during May and
June. Available now are specific locations and times for regional meetings. It is our
hope that concerned members of the society should try to attend, and if at all possible,
voice concerns regarding archaeology at these meetings.
Many different heritage
groups will be trying to present their specific concerns and problems, and Ontario's
archaeological community must also speak with a loud voice. The Heritage Act is the
single most important piece of legislation governing archaeology and archaeologists in
this province. It has helped to shape the changes that have occurred over the past ten
years, and the revised Act will no doubt shape Ontario Archaeology for the next
decade.
While the Heritage Act has improved archaeology, there are still many
problems which, hopefully, can be addressed in the new version of the Act. Moreover,
we need to convey to the government that we cannot lose the existing concerns we now
have in the Act. This is why an archaeological voice should be heard at all Review
Committee meetings, whether it is in London or Windsor; Goderich or Owen Sound. No

meeting should pass without some mention of archaeology. We know that our heritage
is more than standing architecture, we now must convey that to the committee
members. The Chapter executive will put together a brief for the Lond: hearing, but
will not be able to cover all the meetings in southwestern Ontario. Interested members
can simply present their own views and concerns abuji archaeology, or they can
emphasize points the Chapter itself will make. A working paper on the revised Heritage
Act ("Giving Our Past a Future") is at the Chapter office for those neopl" v/ho'd like to
examine it before attending a heritage meeting. If you are planning Co anend your
local meeting, please inform the Chapter executive SQ we know which ones will be
represented, and which meetings will not. Your help in this matter is greatly needed!
Schedule for Public Consultation Meetings (7:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.)
Oakville

Tues. May 12

Hamilton

Wed. May 13

Owen Sound

Thurs. May 14

Brampton

Tues. May 19

Toronto

wed. May 20

Waterloo

Thurs. May 21

Goderich

Wed. May 27

Windsor

Thurs. May 28

London

Tues. June 2

Aurora

Wed. June 3

Niagara on the Lake

Thurs. June

Holiday Inn
360 Iroquois Shore Rd.
Convention Centre (Chedoke A)
115 King St. West
Owen Sound Public Library
824 First Ave. West
Brampton Civic Centre
150 Central Park Dr.
Harbourfront, Brigantine Rm.
Queen's Quay West
Seagram Museum
57 Erb St. West
The Livery
35 South Street
MacKenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich Street
Monsignor Feeney Centre
165 Elmwood Ave. East
Highlands Golf & Country Club
192 Younge St. South
White Oaks Inn (Imperial Ballroom)
Taylor Road
*

Our last speaker night, in which Conrad Heidenreich spoke, was well attended. Besides
enthralling us with some interesting observations on the Early Historic Period in the
Northeast, Conrad also discussed the soon to be released Historical Atlas of Canada
Volume 1: From the Beginings to 1800, which he has been closely involved with. This
publication will be have many high quality plates, including several solely devoted to
prehistory. Some sample plates from the volume are available at the Chapter office for
anyone who'd like to examine them. A great deal of interest was generated at the
meeting regarding this publication, and so we have included information this month on
how to order a copy. Send your order to:
University of Toronto Press
5201 Dufferin Street
Downsview Ontario, M3H 5T8
Pre-Publication Price: $85.00

Post-Publication Price: $95.00

SOCIAL REPORT
Lots of searing gossip is flying around the Chapter office these days! The
summer of 1987 is shaping up to be one full of field work, competition, changing times,
changing locales, changing jobs and changing names! 'Muff said for now, but boy oh boy
are ears going to be burning (if that doesn't peak you're interest for future issues of
KEWA, nothing will)! First on the agenda for the summer (besides our on-going field
projects) is our annual summer picnic. No serious discussion of timing and place has
occurred yet, but we hope to include something in May's, issue of KEWA. If not, a flyer
will be sent out to interested members when arrangements are made. Any suggestions
regarding locale would be most welcome. With a little luck, we will be able to extend
invitations to fellow Chapter members in the Grand River-Waterloo, Niagara and
Windsor Chapters (even further afield if people are interested).
The Big social announcement of the month is that we have, thanks to Wayne
Hagerty, a bus itinerary for this fall. The Chapter Bus Trip '87 is a whirlwind tour up
to Huronia, through Collingwood and over to Bruce County, then down the Lake Huron
coast back to London. This trip (affectionately known as "The Deluxe" by our Bus Tour
organizer) is scheduled for the Labour Day weekend (September 5-7th). The general
schedule of the trip is outlined in a second flyer attached at the end of this issue. Once
again, it should be emphasized that the bus trip will only be a go if enough members
express an interest, so please contact us A.S.A.P.
A sad note must be passed on. Christine Dodd (Dodds, Dod, the unique, the
singular, the one and only, the etc.) is stepping down from her position with the
Ministry of Citizenship and Culture's regional office here in London, in order to fully
pursue her interests in archaeology. It is sad that Christine's cheery face won't be
around so often (particularly in light of the suggestion made in Paul Lennox's article
acknowledgements in the last issue of KEWA!). Best of luck Christine and what ever
else you decide to do, don't forget to renew your Chapter membership every year!
EDITOR'S NOTE
Before our research articles for this month, we have a contribution from the
London Chapter's secretary. Bob Pearce has put together a few historical notes on the
London Chapter, and has compiled a list of all our speaker nights over the past ten
years. Can you remember when!? Our two research articles this month are from Carl
Murphy and Ian Kenyon. Combined they represent a package, discussing the regional
archaeology of a portion of the lower Sydenham River in northen Kent County. In
effect they review the settlement and subsistence patterns in the region, both for
prehistoric and historic times.
SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF OUR CHAPTER
Robert 3. Pearce
As we are now into our second decade as a Chapter of the Ontario
Archaeological Society, we can enjoy looking back over the past ten years and
reviewing some of our achievements. As was mentioned in the last issue of KEWA, the
London Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological Society arose from an initial meeting of
several interested people during the winter of 1976-1977. The founding members of our
Chapter applied for Branch Chapter Status as provided in the Constitution of the
Ontario Archaeological Society. This status was officially granted on January 17, 1977.
The 26 Charter members are listed as follows:

D. Carey
W. Donaldson
W. Finlayson
L. Rapp
M. Tuck
M. Wright

M. Cooper
E. Fox
L. Messenger
P. Reid
R. Williamson

G. Connoy
W. Fox
N. McWilliam
B. Sangster
R. White

B. Deller
B. Hellyar
C. Nixon
M. Spence
P. Wortner

P. Densem
G. H u l m e
L. Nixon
C. Spoerel
S. Wortner

Our first executive was announced in May of 1977: Charlie Nixon, President;
Norah McWilliam, Vice-President; George Connoy, Secretary-Treasurer. It was also
announced that Bill Fox was editor of KEWA, a reign that lasted until May of 1986.
George remains as our treasurer today, and many other active Chapter members have
served as executive members since then. A complete list of Executive members through
the years appeared in KEWA 86-1. As our executive grew, so too did membership. By
April of 1977 we had a membership of 34 individuals and 2 institutions; today we have a
membership of over 110 individuals and over a dozen institutions.
Two Chapter traditions were started in 1977, our newsletter and our monthly
speaker nights. Our first speaker night was on March 10, 1977 at U.W.O., and consisted
of a presentation by William Finlayson. A complete list of speakers over the years is
included at the end of this report. We have also been fortunate to maintain suitable
locales for our presentations. We started at the Talbot College at the University of
Western Ontario, then moved across campus to the Museum Gallery in Somerville House.
We have also held a few presentations at 55 Centre St., and since September 1981
speaker nights have continually been held at the Museum of Indian Archaeology on
Attawandaron Road in north London. As shown in the list of speakers, over the years
we have been treated to topics from the ridiculous to the sublime, by a range of
personalities, including professional and avocational archaeologists, university students,
members and non-members. Topics have ranged from Paleo-Indian to Late Historic, and
have outlined surveys, research, excavation findings, salvage reports, field methods and,
yes, even a bit of theory. Through our speaker nights Chapter members have travelled
across Ontario and to exotic areas such as Mexico, Egypt, Libya, Cyprus, Poland, the
French Rivera and, dare we say, Essex County.
Our newsletter, KEWA, has undergone many changes (in format, length and
content) over the years, but has regularly been issued nine times a year. A list of
research articles in KEWA has appeared in KEWA, Arch Notes, and most recently, in
our Chapter's first Occasional Publication, Studies in Southwestern
Ontario
Archaeology. Besides research articles, Executive and Social Reports, KEWA has also
contained several other things. These include "Archaeology Quizes", "Archy Ribs"
(cartoons by "ROOD", a.k.a. Rudy Fecteau), reprints of articles, Nineteenth Century
Notes (by Tim and Ian Kenyon), Point Types, questionnaires, upcoming events, Chapter
member's conference abstracts, obituaries, book reviews and publication announcements,
and even eloquent editorials (ie. 86-5). Our annual treasurer's report has always
appeared in KEWA. For instance, in the April 1977 issue, George reported that we had
a bank balance of $92.68 (receipts of $154.00 and disbursements of $62.32). Interestingly
enough, today it costs over $90.00 to produce just one issue of KEWA, and we maintain
a bank balance over $10,000!
The pages of KEWA have provided ample evidence to prove we are an active
Chapter: hosting two successful OAS Symposia (1980 and 1985); assisting with the 1985
and 1986 Oneida surveys and the 1986 O.H.A.R.T. Project; site excavations
(Harrietsville); surveys (Dorchester Swamp); providing archaeologists with a steady
supply of volunteers; active involvement with the municipal planning process and the
recent appointment of a Chapter member to London's L.A.C.A.C.; and, of course, our

bus trips, annual picnics and Christmas parties. Lab Nites have seen a host of
volunteers wash and process material from sites, and provided yet another excuse to
patronize local establishments for purposes of engaging in deep philosophical discussions
on the purpose of archaeology.
As the newest member of the Executive, I wish to conclude this brief history on a
personal note. I think we can all reflect on the last decade and congratulate ourselves
in general, and our various Executive members in particular, for a job well done. From
the unselfish contribution of countless hours of volunteer work, a large number of
members have ensured that we can accomplish many things, whether that be a picnic or
a bus trip, a major symposium, administration and training of research projects,
production of KEWA, or the publication of full length manuscripts.
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SPEAKERS AT LONDON CHAPTER MEETINGS
(Note: Our December meetings are traditionally our annual Christmas Party)
Speaker
Mar. 77
April 77

Dr. W. Finlayson
R. Williamson

May 77
Sept. 77
Oct. 77

Dr. W. Roosa
Dr. M. Spence
R. Fecteau

Nov. 77

Dr. D. Stothers

Jan. 78
Feb. 78
Mar. 78

C. Garrad
S. Wortner &
W. Donaldson
Dr. J. McAndrews

April
May
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

Dr. D. Knight
W. Fox
Film
R. Pearce
Dr. P. Ramsden

78
78
78
78
78

Jan. 79
Feb. 79

Title

•

Saugeen Culture in Southwestern Ontario
The Boyd Site and the Early Woodland of Southwestern Ontario
Paleo-Indian in the Great Lakes
Introduction to the Archaeology of Teotihuacan
Field and Laboratory Methods Used in Archaeobotany
New Perspectives on the Iroquoian Co-Tradition
The Petun: 1600-1977
The Hind Site
The Royal Navy and Indian Farmers - The Pollen
Connection
The Montreal River and the Shield Archaic
Lazeret: Archaeology on the French Riviera
"The Early Americans"
Public Excavations at the Lawson Site -1978
Research in the Upper Trent Valley

Dr. W. Finlayson
Dr. M. Latta

The 1978 Excavations at the Draper Site.
Controlling the Heights: Prehistoric Occupation of
the Oak Ridges Moraine/Albion Hills Region
I. Kenyon
Four Thousand Years of Ausable Prehistory
B. Hellyar
Travels in the Yucatan
Dr. D. Woodyard
Underwater Archaeology
Dr. J. McAndrews
Fossil Pollen and Archaeology
No Meeting - conflict with New York State Bus Tour
D. G. Schaus
Ten Years of Excavations at the City of Cyrene in
Libya

Mar.
April
May
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

79
79
79
79
79
79

Jan.

80

Dr. P. Reid

Feb. 80
Mar. 80

M. Kapches
D. Brown

Bronocice: A Middle Neolithic Capital in Southern
Poland
The Eldorado Project: The Auda Site
L'Anse aux Meadows: A Norse Settlement in Nfld.

April 80
May 80
Sept. 80
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

80
80
81
81
81

April 81
May 81
Sept. 81
Oct. 81
Nov. 81
Jan. 82
Feb. 82
(Member's
Night)

S. McClellan
R. Williamson

Griffon Cove Project
Agricultural Cabin Sites: A Little Known Facet
Ontario Iroquoian Settlement Patterns
A Description of the History and Recent Centre
R. Mayer
Archaeology at the Van Egmond House
No Meeting - conflict with OAS Symposium in London
D. Poulton
Archaeological Survey of Catfish Creek Drainage
Digging in Gaol
I. Kenyon
Looking Back FroTn Tomorrow (Van Egmond House
P. Carroll
Sequences Without Stratigraphy: Investigating 1
Dr. M. MacDonald
Prehistory of the Dakhleh Oasis, Egypt
Recent ROM Early Man Research in Ontar
Dr. P. Storck
Investigations at the Fisher Site Near Collingwoo
Archaeobotany of Southern Ontario: New Finding
R. Fecteau
The Ault Park Site
R. Pihl
J. Keron
Update on the Chapter's Harrietsville Excavation
W. Fox
Update on the Calvert Site Salvage Excavation
Dr. T. Abler
Iroquoian Cannibalism: Fact not Fiction
Dr. M. Spence
Teotihuacan Mexico: The First City in the N
World

Mar.
April
May
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

82
82
82
82
82
82

OAS Trip to Egypt
C. Garrad
Experimental Tool Replication
C. Nixon
J. Keron
Site Survey in Westminster and Dorchester Twps.
Point Penninsula on the St. Lawrence
R. Pihl
Crawford Lake Area
D. Smith
G. Warrick
Historic Neutral Fonger Site
R. Williamson
Caradoc Archaeological Project
Dr. D. Knight
The Ball Site: Discoveries on a Major Huron Villa
B. Deller
Excavations at the Thedford II and Crowfield Sit
B. Lord
The Hamilton and Scourge Shipwrecks
C. Andreae
Industrial Archaeology in Ontario
No meeting - conflict with Ohio bus tour
Dr. P. Reid
The Dick Site & Point Pelee Focus of Essex Co.

Jan.

83

R. Pihl

Feb. 83
(Member's
Night)
Mar. 83
April 83

I. Kenyon
T. Rowcliffe
D. Smith
M. Gibbs
W. Fitzgerald
J.L. Pilon

May 83
Sept. 83

Alan Morgan &
Ann Morgan
Dr. M. Spence
R. Williamson

Oct. 83
Nov. 83

S. Janusas
P. Lennox

Jan. 84

D. Poulton

Before the Flood: Ault Park and Other Mid
Woodland Components Along the St. Lawrence
Mystery at Big Bend
Yukon Gold Rush
Update on the Lawson Site
Ohio Bus Trip '82 - the Truth
Historical Evidence for Glass Bead Chronology
Archaeology of the Fort Severn Area, Nor
western Ontario
Fossil
Insects
and
Reconstruction of
Archaeological Environment
The Early Woodland Occupations of Southern OnEarly Iroquoians on the Caradoc Sand Plain:
Overview of the Last Five Years Research
The State of Underwater Archaeology in Ontario
Historic Neutralia: A View from the Northern Tie
Iroquoian Site Salvage in the City of London:
N.E.E.D. Program

Feb. 84
Mar. 84
April 84

R. Pearce
Dr. M. Pratt
C. Murphy

May
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

84
84
84
84

Dr. G. Killan
D. Smith
W. Fox
Dr. E. Molto

Jan.

85

Dr. R. Quigley If.
D. Poulton
W. Fox
Dr. P. Reid
J. Keron
G. Connoy
N. Ferris

Feb. 85
(Member's
Night)
Mar. 85
April 85
May 85
Sept. 85
Oct. 85
Nov. 85
Jan.

86

Hamlets of the Lawson Site
Public Archaeology at Fort Miamis, Ohio
Between a Swamp and a Wet Place: The Archaeology of the Savage Site
David Boyle and the Myth of the Mound Builders
Reconstruction at the Lawson Site
An Innocent Abroad (Cypriot travels)
Salvage Osteology at the E.G. Row Site, Windsor

The Loss of Archaeological Sites by Erosion: The
Lake Erie North Shore
The Misner Cemetery and the Ontario Heritage Act
What I Did on my Sabbatical
Shoestring Survey of Middlesex County
Rock Creek Drainage Survey
Two Centuries of Archaeology and Two Decades of
Archaeologists: The Matthew Elliott Collection
The Hi's and Lo's of Ontario Archaeology
Dr. C. Ellis
Ontario Hydro and Predictive Modelling of ArchJ. Peters <5c
aeological Potential
R. Pihl
Eight Sites in the Crawford Lake Area
D.- Smith
No Meeting - Conflict with OAS Symposium
The Archaeobotany of Southern Ontario for the
R. Fecteau
Last 100 Years, Almost...

Sept. 86
Oct. 86
Nov. 86

Sumacs, Sandfleas, and Snakes: The Oneida Survey
Spirit on the River...Ghost Upon the Shore: The
Six Nations on the Grand River
The Straw that Broke the Dowel's Back
N. Ferris
W. Hagerty
The Metcalfe Site
Freelton: A Fine Site
J. MacDonald
D. Poulton
A.J. Clark: The Man and the Myth
P. Lennox
Archaeology of the Barrie Area: The Fruits of
Three Field Seasons in Southern Huronia
Dr. W. Finlayson
The 1985 Salvage Excavations at the Keffer Site
Tall Tales From Low Lands (Iroquoian-Algonkian
C. Murphy
interaction in Southwesternmost Ontario)
No Meeting - Tenth Anniversary and Bye-Bye Bill Bash
Dr. C. Ellis
Thedford II: A Paleo-Indian Site in S.W. Ontario
An Update on the Calvert Site
P. Timmins

Jan.

J. Keron

Feb. 86
(Member's
Night)
Mar. 86
April 86
May 86

87

Feb. 87
(Member's
Night

P. Antone
I. Kenyon

C. Bressett
W. Fox
D. Smith
N. Ferris

Mar. 87
April 87

R. Pihl
Dr. C. Heidenreich

May

Dr. P. Ramsden

87

Late Woodland Occupations of Southeastern
Middlesex County
An Introduction and Invite to Rock Glen Museum
London Volunteer Adventures
Middleport Pipes and Emerson's Types: A Brief Examination of the Middleport Horizon
The Fieldnotes are in the Mail, or: Hi! I'm from the
Milton Heights Site and I'm Here to Help You
The Flake-ology of the Quaker Park Site
The Beaver Wars Revisited: An Alternate Attempt
to Explain Their Causes
Death in Winter: Symbolic Huron Archaeology

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF 19th CENTURY EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT IN
THE GORE OF CAMDEN, KENT COUNTY
Ian Kenyon

In a treaty of 1819, confirmed by a further document of 1822, the Ojibwa ceded a
large territory north of the Thames River, including what was to become the Gore of
Camden Township. The Gore of Camden is a rectangular tract of land measuring about
12 miles east-west and 4 miles north-south (Figure l) v Originally the "Gore" formed the
southerly portion of Dawn Township, surveyed in 1821 by Shubal Park. The Gore
remained part of Dawn Township until 1849, when the Counties of Kent and Lambton
were created, the Gore then being assigned to Camden Township in Kent County.
Soon after the 1822 treaty, the Gore was opened for settlement. In the 1820s and
1830s much of the settlement was confined to lots bordering the Sydenham River, which
runs through the centre of the Gore. Overall, the rate of settlement was slow: for the
combined Townships of Dawn and Camden, population increased only gradually until the
1850s, when there was a "take off" (Figure 2). If a density of 20 persons per square
mile can serve as a criteria for differentiating the "backwoods" from a well-settled
area, then Camden-Dawn did not pass out of its pioneer stage of settlement until the
1860s, almost two generations after initial white occupation.
The ethnic origins of the settlers were mixed; this was not an area dominated by
any one group. More so than many other newly settled areas in Ontario, most of the
settlers had been born in Canada, some the descendents of loyalists. While there were a
a number of English-born settlers, comparatively few were from Scotland or Ireland.
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i-igure 1. 19th Century Archaeological Sites in the Gore of
Camden. Numbers refer to designations within the AdHm Borden
Area.
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Figure 2. Population for the Combined Townships of Camden and
Gore. Source: 3ohnson 1974 and the printed Census of Canada
1851-1941.
Settlement Patterns
In all, 13 sites dating to the 19th century have been encountered during
archaeological surveys of the Gore of Camden Township. None of the sites have been
excavated, and all of the artifacts derive from surface collections. Unfortunately,
historical documentation for the earlier sites is poor (Appendix 1). The 1842 and 1851
censuses for the area are missing; and there is little in the way of assessment rolls. For
early sites, most of the historical data derives from the land ownership records — not
always a satisfactory source for determining occupants of lots — supplemented by
material from several published sources (e.g. Beers 1904; MacLachlan 1973; Lauriston
1949).

In the second quarter of the 19th century, lots along the Sydenham River were
favoured places for settlement. On both sides of the river were roads which paralleled
the banks, although today only portions of these early river roads are still in use. For
lots with river frontage, houses typically were placed on high land by the bend of a
river overlooking nearby bottomland. Indeed, the topographic setting of these early
European house sites were similar to those of the previous Ojibwa residents of the Gore
(see, for example, the Bellamy site in Ferris et al. 1985). For certain of these sites,
such locations might have been chosen because of existing "Indian Clearings". One of
the European sites examined (AdHm-44) produced an 18th century spall gunflint, perhaps
indicative of a previous Native settlement.

Lot 5, Con. 6
"""

Lot 6, Con. 9

Lot 10, Con. 13

'""••—••••m.,,,,,,,,,
O

Figure 3. 19th Century House Movement Sequences in the Gore of
Camden. Key: solid line, Sydenham River; stippled zone,
bottomland; dotted line, existing roads; solid squares, 1825-1850
period sites; half-solid squares, 1850-1875 period sites; open
squares, 1875-1900 period sites; open circles, existing structures.
Numbers refer to Borden designations within the AdHm area. Each
square measures 1 kilometer in size.
There were a number of advantages for such riverside settlement locations: easy
access to the river road (which were probably former Indian trails), and the river itself
(another transportation route and a source of water). As well -- and this is similar to
Native practice — a number of microenvironments could be easily exploited from such
locations including rich bottomlands, where corn crops flourished, and high ground,
where wheat could be grown.
As typical of Ontario's pioneer era of settlement, most of the original houses were
log cabins. As settlement progressed, however, these early houses were often replaced
by more substantial and roomier structures of frame or brick, often placed in different
locations than the first house. In the Gore of Camden, house siting followed the general
Ontario pattern discussed by Harris and Warkentin:
Almost all Ontario farmers lived on their own lots. Often they built their
first cabin close to an Indian trail or at a site with some obvious physical
advantage — a spring or watercourse nearby; a former beach ridge giving
better drainage, a south-facing slope giving protection from the winter wind.
Sometimes the location of the first house became that of its successors, but
as concession-line roads improved and off-the-farrn travel increased, the
location of the second house usually depended on the road. Unlike habitants in
Quebec, Ontarians did not often build at roadside, but they usually built the
second house within 200 yards of a road. (Harris and Warkentin
1974:124-125).

Archaeological survey data provides a number of such house movement sequences
in the Gore of Camden (Figure 3). On Lot 10, Concession 13, the original log house,
dating to the 1830s and 1840s was located at the edge of the river bank, about 400
10

meters from the river road. A second house, also a Jog cabin, dating to the 1850s and
1860s, was placed about 150 meters from the river, and hence somewhat closer (300
meters) to the road. Finally, sometime in the 1870s or 1880s a house (probably frame)
was built only 150 meters from the road. A similar pattern can be seen on Lot 6,
Concession 9: the first house (possibly of log), dating to ca. 1830-45, is adjacent to the
river, while a second house (of frame) was built about 150 meters from the river and
nearer the road. A third example from Lot 5, Concession 6, also illustrates the shift
from riverside locations to ones adjacent to roads.
Changes in Artifact Assemblages
Ten archaeological sites have fairly large artifact collections, which are
enumerated in Appendix 2. In these tables, sites are grouped into three major time
periods according to median date: 1830s (5 sites), 1840s (2 sites), 1850s/1860s (3 sites).
The ceramic assemblages from Gore of Camden sites reflect the changes one might
expect to see during the 1825-1875 period. In white earthenware ceramics, red, purple
and green printed are most frequent in the 1830s, as are green edged plates. By the
1840s sponged teaware becomes common, as does the use of yellow ware. The 1850s
marks the rise of white granite and flown printed colours.
Other artifact changes include a noticeable increase in the thickness of window
glass about 1850. For glassware, the 1850s and later see the common use of glass lamp
chimnies, as kerosene became widely used as a fuel.

Window Glass
Pipes
Pressed Glass

pre-1850
post-1850

Bottle Glass
Stoneware
Redware
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 4. Percent of Artifact Classes for pre-1850 and post-1850
Gore of Camden Sites. These figures are obtained by using the
number of all white earthenware sherds as a divisor, using the data
from Appendix 2.
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As already discussed, by the last half of the 19th century the Gore of Camden was
passing out of its pioneer stage of settlement. The shift of house locations from river to
road reflects the growing importance of travel, of access to mills, stores and services —
that is, to the material world of industrial society. The degree of a farmer's purchasing
power was also increasing, as more land was cleared and farms grew larger in size.
Moreover, industry itself was expanding. By the last half of the 19th century many
products, which formerly had to be imported from other countries, began to be
manufactured in Canada.
For example, until 1849, when Morton & Co. opened in Brantford (Newlands 1979),
crockery bowls and containers either consisted of redware, which could be made locally,
or of imported stoneware. With the shift to the Canadian manufacture of stoneware,
Sydenham sites of the 1850s and 1860s display an increase in the percentage of
stoneware sherds, while redware decreases (Figure 4). Similarly, glassware (both bottle
and pressed) sharply increases in frequency after 1850, as North American manufacture
of glass products expanded. White clay pipes were made in Canada from the 1840s
onwards. Despite the development of a home industry, the percentage of clay pipes does
not increase on the sites, perhaps indicative of an already saturated market, or a turn
to the use of other tobacco smoking modes (e.g. cigars).
Economic Patterns
Today, the Gore of Camden (and Kent County generally) has large, well-tended
farms, but this was not always so. For most of the 19th century, Kent County was
economically underdeveloped compared to the more prosperous counties to the east.
When Patrick Shirreff visited the Sydenham (then called Bear Creek) in 1833-34, it was
very much a rural backwater:
Bear creek, and the country between it and the Thames, is very thinly
settled, and the clearances of small extent. The habitations were mean, and
the inhabitants seemingly poor, and without enterprise or industry. The chief
market has hitherto been Detroit, and the population have, in a great
measure, been shut out from the rest of the world. (Sherriff 1835:193).
As late as 1861, census records reveal that Camden Township (and Kent County)
farms were smaller, less valuable, and less likely to have "improved" housing (frame,
brick or stone) than Middlesex-Elgin, or the lower Grand River counties (Waterloo,
Brant, Haldimand). The Gore's relatively low economic position is also reflected in the
artifact assemblages, if one takes the percent of printed sherds (of the total of printed,
sponged/stamped, painted and edged) as a surrogate measure of the costliness or
relative value of a site's ceramic assemblage. The Gore of Camden and Kent County
sites average just above 40% printed sherds, in contrast, higher percentages are seen in
the more affluent Middlesex-Elgin and Grand River counties (Figure 5).
AREA

Farm
Value

Acres
Cleared

Camden Township
Kent - Other
Middlesex-Elgin

$1694
$1609
$2338

31.7
33.8
43.5

45.9
47.0
41.8

41.1 (n=13)
40.3(n=ll)
47.2 (n=21)

Grand River

$3421

59.4

64.6

52.4 (n=19)

12

% Impr.
Houses

% Printed
Ceramics

60 T

Camden Gore
Kent
Middlesex
Grand River

0-19

20-39 40-59 60-79
" % Printed Sherds

80-99

Figure 5. Percent of Printed Sherds for Four Geographical Areas. Note that
for Camden and other townships of Kent County, the majority of sites have
less that 40% printed sherds, while in iMiddlesex-Elgin and the Grand River
Counties the opposite is true.
Nonetheless, in the Gore of Camden certain changes in the costliness of ceramic
collections are seen through time. For the five 1830s and 1840s sites where there is a
sufficient sample size, the percent of relatively expensive types of ceramics (printed,
white granite, porcelain) by vessel count is relatively low and remarkably uniform.
There is little evidence of economic differentiation:
% Expensive Ceramic Vessels (1830-1830 Period)
Site

Plates

Teaware

Babula 2
lack 1
Adkins 2
Koopman 1
Hughson 3

14.3
28.6
19.2
33.3
30.0

22.2
14.3
31.7
16.7
20.0

Mean

25.1

21.0

By the 1850s and 1860s, ceramic prices had decreased from the 1830s, thus making
printed and other such "luxury" wares more attainable. Further, with the agricultural
and economic development of the Gore of Camden, the Sydenham was no longer the
"backwoods", and a higher standard of living was enjoyed by some on the Sydenham:
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% Expensive Ceramic Vessels (1830-1873 Period)
.

Site

Plates

Koopman 4
Adkins 3
Merrill

8.0
57.7
72.7

Teaware
8.5
43.3
69.6

When compared with earlier sites, those of the post-1850 period display some
suggestion of increasing economic differentiation among the inhabitants of the Gore of
Camden.
Conclusions

This study has outlined some of the changes occurring in the Gore of Camden as it
passed out of its pioneer era of settlement. Through time, the pioneer log houses,
usually placed near significant topographic features such as waterways, were replaced
by more substantial structures, often placed closer to roads. Changes in artifact
assemblages echo those stylistic and technological changes occurring in Canadian and
more generally Western industry. Lastly, analysis of the ceramic collections provides
some evidence for and increasing degree of economic and, perhaps, social differentiation
through time.
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APPENDIX 1:
HISTORICAL NOTES FOR GORE OF CAMDEN SITES

^

Hughson 3 (AdHm-*5; Con. 6, Lot 5)

Wachsmith * (AdHm-*0; Con. 13, Lot 9)

Jonas Craft obtained patent for a 100 acre lot in
1825. In the same year, he sold the west portion of
lot (where site is located) 'to John Pharsalow, who
died about 1836/38. Site likely occupied by
Pharsalow from 1825 to ca. 1836/37.

In the southeastern corner of the lot is a 19th
century site that includes two occupational
periods: one dating to ca. 1830, the other to the
1870s and 1880s. The ca.1830 occupation may
represent the initial Tiffin homestead, before a
structure was built at the AdHm-11 site. The
second occupation may be a house occupied by
Jeremiah Tiffin, son of John Tiffin. Ceramics from
the ca. 1830s component include: 3 blue edge, 1
green edge, 28 blue printed, 1 red printed, 8
painted and 6 creamware sherds.

Hughson 2 (AdHm-**; Con. 6, Lot 5)
James Blackburn purchased the easterly *8 acres
of lot from Jonas Crafts in 1828. Blackburn was
born in Pennsylvania in 1787; his parents came to
Kent Co. in 1793. His descendents became
prominent members of the local community. Site
dates to ca. 1840s, presumably abandoned about
the time of Blackburn's death in 1851. Nothing in
collection to suggest the site dates as early as
1828, the date of Blackburn's purchase.

Koopman. 1 (AdHm-12; Con. 13, Lot 10).

The patent for this property was obtained by
Hannah Farrell, wife of Robert Farrell, in 1839.
The 1861 census reveals that Robert Farrell was of
Irish birth (born ca. 1813), although his wife was
from Upper Canada. The Koopman 1 site would
appear to be FarrelPs initial house, occupied from
ca.1839 to sometime about 1850.

Adkin 2 (AdHm-*2; Con. 9, Lot 6)
The east half of lot 6 was patented by John Bolton
in 1837. As early as 183*, however, Bolton had
sold a mill interest to John Crafts, who retained
this until 1816. The site dates to ca. 1830-18*5,
and thus corresponds to the period of Crafts'
ownership. This site presumably relates to a
miller's house.

Koopman * (AdHm-39; Con. 13, Lot 10)

Sometime in the early 1850s the Farrells build a
second house (log according to the 1861 census)
several hundred meters from their former home
(AdHm-12). Although Robert Farrell died about
1863/6*, the house may have been occupied until
1870, when his heirs sold the property. According
to the 1861 census, Farrell had a farm operation
slightly larger than the average for Camden, with
50 acres of cleared land and a value of $2000.

Adkin 3 (AdHm-*3; Con. 9, Lot 6).

"•

On the same property as the Adkin 2 site is Adkin
3. The 1880 Historical Atlas shows this to be the
house site of Henry Webster. Webster purchased
the property in 1856 and 1859, although the
Historical Atlas indicates that he settled in 18*9.
Webster was born in Ireland in 181*, coming to
Canada about 1830. The 1861 census indicates that
he had a fairly large farm operation, consisting of
62 acres of cleared land, worth some $3000.
Webster died in 1886. The site likely dates to the
entire period of Webster occupancy, 18*9-1886.

Babula 2 (AdHm-15; Con. 1*, Lot 12)

The lot was patented in 18*0 to Benjamin Knapp, a
Chatham-based entrepreneur who likely never lived
on the property. He sold the portion of land
containing the site to John Wilson in 1850. Since
the site dates to ca.!830-*5, it predates Wilson's
purchase. The occupant of the site is unknown.

Merrill (AdHm-*l; Con. 11, Lot 6)
Jack 1 (AdHm-20; Con. 1*, Lot 13)

In 18*9, David Merrill purchased a 50 acre
property. Land records list his occupation in the
1850s as a sawyer or mechanic; the 1861 census
calls him a joiner; and an 186*-5 directory, a
cabinet maker. David Merrill was of English origin
although born in Upper Canada about 1820. He
resided in a frame house. Sometime between 186*
and 1870 he moved to the nearby village of
Dresden, where he continued his woodworking
business.

John Butler obtained the patent in 182*. The site
possibly represents Butler's initial house site of ca.
1825-18*5.
Jack 8 (AdHm-23; Con. 1*, Lot 1*).

That portion of the lot containing the site was sold
to John Butler (see Jack 1) in 1827. The site dates
to the 1830s, but whether it was occupied by the
Butler family is uncertain.

Wachsmith 1 (AdHm-11; Con 13, Lot 9)
From the time of the 1827 patent, this property
was in the hands of several generations of John
Tiffin's family, well-known settlers of the Gore.
There is an existing house, now disused, at this
site. A small collection of white earthenware
ceramics was made in the vicinity of the standing
building: 6 edged, 2 dipt, 7 printed, * painted, 2
sponged, as well as some white granite and
semi-porcelain. Judging from artifact collections,
the house area was occupied from sometime in the
1830's until its recent abandonment in the 20th
century.

Van (AdHm-25; Con. 1*, Lot 15)

The identity of this site's occupants is uncertain.
To the west of an existing house is a scatter of
artifacts dating from the 1830s through to the 20th
century. Collected artifacts include: 1 blue edge, 8
painted, 6 dipt, 3 blue sponge, 6 blue printed, 3
flow blue printed, 1 brown printed, 1 flow brown
printed, 2 black printed, 1 green printed and 2 red
printed.
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APPENDIX 2:
ARTIFACT TABLES FOR GORE OF CAMDEN SITES
TABLE 3: GLASSWARE, PIPES AND BUTTONS

TABLE i: CERAMIC SHERD COUNTS

(45) (23) (15) (20) (42)

(12) (44)

(45) (23) (15) (20) (12)

(39) (43) (41)

(12) (44)

(39) (43) (41)

GLASSWARE
Printed
Blue
Black
Brown

Red
Purple
Green
Grey
Flow Blue
Flow Black
Flow Brown
Edged
Blue
Green
Painted

9
1
_
_
_

18
2
5

74
5
5
17
1_

12
1
1
2
3
-_

13_

_1

-_

-_

_

3
-_

17
1
2
1
2
3
1_

25 16
1
7
6
1
.
_
i
1
5

1

2

3

7

9

44
6

9
-

15
1

53
1

20
-

2

14

15

1«

27

95

17

17

73

45

16

1

3

1

10

9

112

67

5

6

6

18
_

_

11
_

24
_

17

6

4

Dipt

Plain

11
1
1
4

-

Sponged/Stamped

Lustre

16
3
2
5

3

55

98

69 115 515

95 157

1
570 557 106

PORCELAIN

_
1

White
Jasper

1

20
_

_

1
_

1
_

1
_

1

Bottle Glass
Aqua
"Black"
Light Green
Dark Green
Clear
Pressed Glass
Clear
White ("Milk")
Cobalt
Light Blue

-

10
4

28
5
5

42
12

8
1
-

1
-

1

1
-

1

8
8

-

.

.

.

1

-

20

2

5

9
2
1
5

3
.
_

1

8

1

44

33

28

6

28

.

3
2
-

-

3
1
1
.
-

4

1
-

Lamp Chimney
Window Pane

3

5

10

Melted

-

-

1

-

5

«
-

1

-

3

6

9

7 104

40

-

WHITE CLAY PIPES
Stems
Plain
Murray
Henderson
Bannerman
Davidson
Bowls
Plain

TD
Ribbed/Fluted
Other

2
-

«

-

"

»

-

1
1

-

1

-

-

3

-

1

-

1

1

1

7
1
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
2

RED E A R T H E N W A R E
Crocks

6

6

7

Refined, Br. Slip

1

3

3

STONEWARE

1

1

-

YELLOW WARE
ROCKINGHAM

4
1

13
_

1
_

4

1

9

1

1

4

_

_

2

2
_

_

-

18
_

1

9

22

6

i

12

3

.

I

1

BUTTONS

_

Flat Metal with eye
One-Piece Metal
Two-Piece Metal
Glass with eye
White Agate

-

(12) (44)

-

Total

0

-

1

1
6

.

2
5

.
5
_
19

.
3
_

.
3
_

6

2

-

6
1

26

9

10

.

-

1

7

7

(39) <»3> (41)

mm
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

_

_
1
1
22
1
-

1
5
9
11
-

4
4
2
1

25

26

11

1.7
1.8

1.9
_

.
_

Porcelain
Flow Printed
Printed
White Granite
Sponged/Stamped
Painted
Plain

2
-

1

Total

2

1

Porcelain
Flow Printed
Printed
White Granite
Sponged/ Stamped
Painted
Plain

2

_

1
3
6

_
_

-

1
1_

2.0
2.1

3
2

8
2

2
2

-

2

3

2
7
1
1
1

5

12

4

4

21

28

12

2

1
.

2

_

2

-

2

2

3

1
4
2

9
I
12
6

1
1
2

11
8

12
5

6

2.2
2.3

2. It
2.5

2.6
2.7
n
mean
Sid. Dev.

_
_

_
.
2
2
3
1

1
1
2
2

2
2
13
5
4

1
1
1
9
10
7
3

_.

1
1
1
6

1

TABLE •! WINDOW CLASS THICKNESS

(45)

PLATES
Flow Printed
Printed
White Granite
Edged
Stamped
Plain

1
1

1

1

TABLE 2: MINIMUM NUMBER OF CERAMIC TABLEWARE VESSELS
(45) (23) "(15) (20) (42)

_

1
1

(23)

(15)

(20)

(42)

1
3

1
1
1

3
2
1
1
2
1

5

2
1

_
_
_

1

-

-

-

3
1.30
.10

5
10
1.26 1.30
.11
.19

-

-

7 104
1.24 1.27
.23
.27

(39)

(43)

_
_
1
7
6

1
1

2

7
4

5

3

1

4

3

3

2
6
2
3
5

4
2
2
6
3

.
2
1

-_
_

_
.
_

(44)

_

1

1
1
2
1

}
14
2
14
19
2
11
1
10
- 1 0
1
8

(12)

3
1
1
1

1
1

9
40
1.50 1.23
.35
.34

1

3
2

2
5

4

4

2

1

3

2
3
.
-

44
33
1.70 1.6
.44
.3

_
.
1
6
1
3
-

For all four tables, the numerical site designations reier to the
AdHm Borden area. Sites are grouped according to 3 periods as
follows:
1825-1840: AdHm-45, 23, 15, 20, *2
1840-1850: AdHm-12, 44
1S50-3S75: AdHm-39, 43, 41

Porcelain
Printed
Dipt
Sponged/Stamped
Plain

.
-

Total

-

.
-

. .
. .
1

1
.
2

_
1

1

4
1

1
2

6

3

1

-

-

1

3

2

_
.

2
1

-

3

These periods are defined according to the placement of a site's
median date. In reality, the actual timespan of a particular site's
occupation will not neatly correspond to these three periods.

THE SPRINGWELLS COMPONENT OF THE BELLAMY SITE (AdHm-7)
A

Carl Murphy

Introduction
In the spring of 1984, Mr. Stan Wortner informed the southwestern regional
office, Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, that deep ploughing had exposed a number
of pit features on the Bellamy farm. The Bellamy site (AdHm-7), first recorded by Ian
Kenyon in 1980, is situated on a sand bluff overlooking the flood plain of the Sydenham
River in the Gore of Camden, Kent County (Figure t). Glass beads and other historic
materials were recovered from the plough disturbed features near the western edge of
the bluff representing a ca.1800 Ojibwa occupation on the site (see Ferris et al. 1985:
3-21).. A second artifact concentration, separated from the historic component by an
active spring, revealed prehistoric rimsherds with horizontal, interrupted linear motifs.
Similar vessels found on sites to the south and west are associated with the Springwells
phase of the Younge Tradition (Fitting 1965; Halsey 1968-r Kenyon 1978; Reid 1982,
1983; Lennox 1982).
Furthermore, the high frequency of horizontal rim motifs and plain necks appeared
to place the prehistoric component of the Bellamy site near the ceramic "mid-point" of
the Springwells phase. The rim, lip and interior of earlier Younge Tradition, Riviere au
Vase or Younge phase vessels (ca. A.D. 700 to 1200) are, for the most part, decorated
with various forms of vertical or oblique tool-impressions. Oblique bands often extend
onto the vessel neck area or are replaced by tool-impressed or incised plattes, chevrons
or filled-in triangles. The vessel body area during the earlier phases are almost
exclusively malleated with a cord-wrapped paddle.
The succeeding Wolf phase vessel rims may be plain, tool impressed or display the
complex, undulating dentate stamping known as Parker Festooned. Ribbed paddle body
sherds and the distinctive roughened or 'self slip 1 body treatment becomes common
during Springwells and remains into the Wolf phase. The presence of roughened body
sherds at Bellamy further defined the general temporal placement of the prehistoric
occupation.
Rescue of the historic component was of upmost priority in 1984, as ploughing had
destabilized the bluff and several large features were in danger of downslope erosion.
The prehistoric concentration, although largely disturbed, presented an opportunity to
briefly investigate a Late Woodland site on one of the most poorly known major river
systems in southwestern Ontario. Younge Tradition sites are notoriously muticomponent
and the limited frequency of features and the relatively homogenous ceramic assemblage
evident on the surface at Bellamy appeared to promise, at the least, to expand our
radiocarbon chronology for the Younge Tradition.
Environmental Reconstruction
The sand bluff on which the Bellamy site is located is near the northwestern edge
of the Bothwell Sand Plain. The east branch of the Sydenham River generally marks the
northern border of the sand plain, and together with the north branch of the river, the
Sydenham drains much of Lambton county and the northwestern portion of Middlesex.
Both branches meet at Wallaceburg, Ontario, then empty into the northeastern end of
Lake St. Clair. Over the lower reaches, the water flow is sluggish and the river has not
cut a deep or wide valley, with floodplain flats rarely more than 300 meters wide.
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iviere au vase •
Verchave

LAKE ERIE

Figure 1. Location of Springwells and Wolf Phase Sites.
The Bothwell Sand Plain was formed by outwash deposits of the Thames River
delta during glacial Lake Warren (Chapman and Putnam 1966:238). About 1000 square
kilometers of the relatively flat, St. Clair Clay Plain was overlain by a meter or more
of what is now Berrien sand. Further wind deposited sand formed numerous dunes that
provide the highest relief throughout the area. Elevations of the sand plain in Camden
Township range from around 180 meters at river level below Bellamy to over 190 meters
on the highest dunes. The site is near the 188 meter elevation next to a bluff edge that
slopes steeply for three meters to the floodplain.
The Bothwell Sand Plain is an area typified by extremes in drainage. The higher
sandy knolls and dunes are excessively dry, while lower areas close to the compact clay
floor are wet, swampland depressions. This variation in soil moisture has direct
implications for local vegetation patterns.
Working with the original records of the 1821 land survey by S. Park, Ian Kenyon
has tabulated the percentages of forest types within a two kilometer radius of the
Bellamy site. Over a total length of 9.5 kilometers of survey transects, it was found
that 12.0% of the immediate area consisted of bottomland forest associations dominated
by black walnut. A total of ^6A% of the surrounding sand plain was forested by lowland
18

species such as black ash, elm and basswood. The remaining 41.6% of the forest cover
was primarily beech and sugar maple. Beech was the most common of the two species
indicating that soils were on the dryer side of the sugar maple optimum.
The percentages reveal almost equal frequencies of lowland and upland forest
associations with a significant area of bottomland available near the site. The even
division of dry versus wet adapted tree species is likely a typical distribution for much
of the sand plain. Charred wood from the site would have provided more specific
species representation for the immediate area, but the larger identifiable fragments
were sacrificed to provide two samples for radiocarbon dating.
From this forest reconstruction, it appears that the Bellamy site was situated
near the edge of a beech/maple upland overlooking a small floodplain of the Sydenham
River. Considering the ecological variability inherent in the local forest associations,
and when combined with the southern flora and fauna characteristic of the Carolinian
Biotic Province, the lower Sydenham drainage had few subsistence limitations in regards
to prehistoric settlement.
Features
Four prehistoric features were evident in the ploughzone as roughly circular
concentrations of fire-cracked rock, charcoal and ceramics. The surface locations of the
features were recorded by transit and incorporated into the overall Bellamy area
surface plan (Figure 2). The ploughzone 'slices' of the pit features were screened
through 6.0 mm mesh and an approximate area of five square meters was then shovelled
off to expose undisturbed subsoil. Only two of .the features were found to extend into
subsoil. Features 4 and 5 were entirely truncated within the 40 to 45 cm of ploughzone.

F-3

N25 E25

N25 E20

N

F-6
2 meters

Figure 2. Bellamy Site Feature Cluster.
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Feature 3 is a circular, flat bottomed pit, 75 cm in diameter and 23 cm in
maximum depth (see Figure 3). The upper 7 cm was topsoil filled and contained the
majority of cultural remains. Below the topsoil cap, pit fill was slightly darker than the
surrounding subsoil. Feasture 3 would appear to be a classic storage pit that had been
opened, emptied and left partially exposed to natural infilling. A total of 104 litres of
fill was removed for water flotation and processed with a S.M.A.P. device.
Feature 6 was also circular, 74 cm in diameter and reached a maximum depth of
12 cm below subsoil. Small pockets of topsoil infilling were present at the
subsoil/topsoil interface suggesting a similar post occupational history as Feature 3.
Most of the remaining fill was again only slightly darker than the subsoil. A total of 72
litres of soil was collected for water flotation.
The two surviving pits from the Bellamy site were originally upwards of 50 cm or
more in depth. Other structural remains, if present, have long since disappeared in the
ploughzone. Younge Tradition peoples preferred to settle on light soils and, when
combined with modern agricultural practices, these sites may be largely destroyed after
a few years of ploughing.

FEA. 3

FEA. 6

50

Figure 3. Pit Feature Plans and Profiles.
Artifacts

A limited frequency of prehistoric remains were recovered from the plough zone
and the undisturbed portions of the features. The total artifact sample consists of 106
analyzable ceramics, 167 lithics, 61 fragments of fire-cracked rock weighing 84 grams
and a small quantity of floral and faunal remains.
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Ceramics

The rimsherd sample consists of 13 partially analyzable rims representing seven
vessels, one of which is a miniature pot. Another eight lip fragments were also
recovered. All utilitarian vessels are grit tempered with a granitic material generally
less than 3 mm in size. The pottery paste is poorly consolidated and much of the sample
is extremely friable.
The interrupted linear decorative technique is characteristic of the Springwells
rims at the Bellamy site. Four of the six vessels (Figure 4:1-4) have exterior decoration
consisting of several horizontal bands of interrupted linear impressions. The single
rimsherd representing Vessel 1 (Figure 4:1) was recovered from the surface of the field
near the spring. The lip is plain and measures 10 mm thick. The interior is concave with
a crude incised line or linear crease 8 mm below the lip edge. The exterior is convex
and decorated with at least five horizontal interrupted linear bands. The motif was
accomplished with a narrow, pointed stylus.
Vessel 2 (Figure 4:2), consists of three reconstructed rim sherds from F-3, L-2.
The lip is flattened and 11 to 12 mm wide. The exterior motif is made up of three or
more interrupted linear bands. The tool had a blunted, circular tip. The interior is
decorated with a least two bands implemented with the same tool and smoothed-over
following the application of the decoration. This practice was not repeated on the
exterior.
Two rim fragments recovered from the ploughzone slice of F-6 represent Vessel 3
(Figure 4:3). The lip is flattened, 7.5 mm wide and impressed with an encircling
interrupted linear band. The exterior motif consists of one or more interrupted linear
bands executed with a pointed tool, similar to vessel 1.
Vessel 4 (Figure 4:4), consists of a small rim fragment and two lower rim/neck
sherds. The 9 mm wide lip and interior are plain. Together the rim and neck of Vessel 4
display a concave interior/convex exterior. The interrupted impressions were made with
a corded tool. The lower rim/neck sherd displays an incipient collar 9.7 mm thick that
ends with the final linear band. The smoothed neck tapers to 7.8 mm in thickness.
In Figure 4, the largest fragment of Vessel 4 is placed below Vessel 2 as a
probable reconstruction of the rim area for the interrupted linear vessels. Only Vessel 4
has concrete evidence of a collar, the remaining rims are indeterminate which is
unfortunate as the frequency of collared vessels appears to decline rapidly sometime in
the Springwells phase. A significant aspect of the interrupted linear motif is the
absence of vertical or oblique tool impressions above or below the primary motif.
Four sherds representing Vessel 5 (Figure 4:6) retain all attributes of the rim area
and were recovered from F-3, L-l. The interior is plain and the 7 mm wide, flattened
lip is also undecorated. Exterior decoration consists of two linear bands of oblique tool
impressions. Each oblique is impressed with a frayed or rough ended tool with a
push-pull motion. Immediately below the obliques are horizontal, ribbed paddle
impressions above what appears to be a smoothed-over, corded neck/shoulder area. What
little remains of the neck/shoulder junction turns dramatically suggesting that the rim
flared outwards. The lip area of two rimsherds that mend only below the first band of
obliques angle towards a castellation. Unfortunately, the castellation's apex is absent.
Apparently, oblique decoration continues to be a minor element of Springwells
phase rim decoration. The Bellamy example is distinct from earlier forms as the
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individual impressions begin lower on the rim area and are more widely spaced than
usually found on Riviere or Younge phase vessels.
The final rimsherd to be described is Vessel 6, recovered from Feature 6. It is not
a typical Spingwells form, but closely corresponds to the Iroquois Linear type of Ontario
Iroquoian ceramic assemblages. The sherd is poorly preserved but retains several
diagnostic attributes. The rim displays a concave/straight interior and convex exterior
with a poorly developed, rounded collar extending 12 mm below the lip and measuring
11.5 mm in maximum thickness. The interior and 6 mm wide, flattened lip are plain. On
the exterior, the upper collar is decorated with a row of shallow, oval punctates. An
interrupted linear band is placed above the collar base and two or more continue down
onto the neck.
%
The presence of an Ontario Iroquoian vessel type illustrates the spatial proximity
of these two prehistoric cultural traditions. The application of interrupted linear motif
appears as a shared 'horizon style' and may have been developed or adopted by one or
both cultures at about the same time. The spatial and temporal overlap of the
decorative technique possibly reflects interaction or interchange between the
populations.
In addition to the rimsherds, a total of 15 smoothed-over ribbed paddle neck
sherds and three plain examples were recognized on the basis of concave exteriors and
convex interiors. Average thickness for the ribbed paddle neck sherds is 8.7 mm, and 8.8
for the plain sherds. The neck-shoulder junction of the vessel area was not apparent for
any individual sherds within the sample.
Body sherds from the Bellamy site include three decorative techniques consisting
of ribbed paddle, roughened and possibly plain surface textures. A total of 53 ribbed
paddle sherds were recovered. Thirty-eight of these display irregular, ridged impressions
reminiscent of a course strip or leather thong wrapped around a narrow paddle (Figure
4:5). Evidence of cording on the paddle surface or edge was absent. Sherds of this type
average 7.0 mm thick. Fifteen ribbed paddle body sherds with more regular impressions
representing a single vessel from the ploughzone of Feature 4 display a mean thickness
of 5.4 mm.
Roughened or 'self slip' body sherds are a distinctive Springwells and later Wolf
phase vessel surface treatment, formed by applying a layer of wet clay or 'slip' to the
vessel body (Figure 4:7). Nine sherds of this type were recovered from the ploughzone
area of Feature 5 and measure 12.2 mm in average thickness. The underlying surface
was not observable on any of these sherds but elsewhere roughening is added over a
ribbed paddle surface.
Of two plain body sherds recovered, one measures 8.8 mm thick (Figure 4:8). The
second plain sherd, 18 mm thick, was recovered from Feature 3. The latter example is
likely a basal sherd from a very large and heavy vessel.
The small sample of body sherds from the Bellamy site displays a great degree of
variation in thickness. This appears to be associated with exterior surface treatment
since the roughened sherds are almost twice as thick, on average as the ribbed paddle
sherds.
A total of 152.9 grams of grit tempered ceramics consist of unanalyzable
fragments and exfoliated interiors. These represent 20.5 % of the total ceramic sample
by weight.
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1-3: Interupted linear rim sherds;
4: Interupted linear collar base with
smoothed neck; 5: Ribbed paddle body sherd; 6: Oblique tool impressed rim
sherd with horizontal paddle impressions above smoothed-over corded neck;
7: Roughened or "self slip" body sherd; 8: Smoothed or plain body sherd.

In addition to the grit tempered ceramics, ten temperless, miniature vessel sherds
and six fragments of fired clay lumps were recovered. Eight of the miniature sherds are
plain fragments and a single plain rim displays a rounded, 5.9 mm wide lip. One
miniature vessel body sherd is decorated with random, closely spaced punctates 2.2 mm
in diameter.
Lithics
No bifacially worked lithic material was recovered from either the ploughzone or
features, and the entire lithic assemblage consists of two utilized flakes, debitage, a
slate artifact and a single bipolar core.
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Two utilized, biface thinning flakes or 'perforators' were recovered from Feature
3. An expanding-contracting shaped Kettle Point example weighs 0.97 grams and
measures 24.4 mm by 12.8 mm by 4.3 mm in length, width and thickness. The second,
contracting flake of Selkirk chert measures 21.6 mm by 14.1 mm by 3.0 mm and weighs
0.81 grams. The distal ends of both flakes are tapered to points by fine use wear or
retouch. Each distal point is also centered on the ridge of previous, parallel flake scars
on the dorsal surface.
A single, rectangular Onondaga chert core was recovered from Feature 3 and
exhibits bipolar crushing on one end. The opposing end consists of nodular cortex.
Metrics are 28.0 mm by 27.2 mm by 11.2 mm in length, width and maximum thickness.
The core weighs 9.37 grams.
A shattered slate object was found in the west half of Feature 6. This exfoliated
fragment weighs 117.2 grams and likely represents a rough knife or chopper.
The frequency (f) and weight (g) in grams of the lithic debitage by material and
feature provenience is provided below in Table 1.
Table 1: Bellamy Site Debitage.

Material
Kettle Pt.

Onondaga

Total

Prov

Thinning
f
(g)

Retouch
f
(g)

F-3
F-4
F-6

2
1
2

(0.98)
(0.44)
(1.32)

18
—8

(0.24)

F-3
F-5
F-6

6
2
-

( 1 . 9 9 ) 102
(1.06)
—

(1.93)

21

(0.71)

13

(5.79) 149

(3.09)

-

23

(0.21)

Shat ter
f
(g)
1
-

3

(0.51)

f

Total
(g)

21
1
10

(1.73)
(0.44)
(1.53)

(0.56) 110
2
21

(4.48)
(1.06)
(0.71)

(1.07) 165

(9.95)

A total of 13 thinning flakes representing the final stages of biface reduction
indicate that formal tool production was not a major activity of the area investigated.
The largest frequency of debitage consists of small, thin, retouch or re-sharpening
flakes. Without the aid of flotation, much of the retouch flake sample would not have
been recovered. Lastly, the three examples of chert shatter are meager evidence of
primary lithic reduction.
Bone and Shell
The bone sample consists of approximately 250 small, fragmented elements. The
total sample weight of 10.1 grams illustrates the poor faunal representation.
Furthermore, over 90 % of the sample by weight is calcined. Recognizable fish or avian
elements were absent and the remaining assemblage is simply unidentifiable mammal. A
possible artifact may be represented by a poorly preserved bivalve shell weighing 13.9
grams from Feature 6.
Floral Remains
Charred plant remains (Table 2) from the 176 litres of flotation samples represent
two major classes of foodstuffs. These are corn and nuts, both of which may be stored
for consumption throughout the year. The bramble berries represented by
raspberry/blackberry are often considered as indicators of summer occupation, although
these small seeds may often be incidentally deposited.
Table 2. Charred Plant Remains

Type

Feature 3

Wild Species :
Raspberry
Sumac
Black walnut
Acorn
Unknown seed

71
1

Cult igens:
Corn kernel
Kernel frag
Embryo

1
11
1

Cupule

Feature 6

2
—
7
9
—

7
1
1

8

Tobacco

Total(f)

9
1

Weight(g)

8
80
1

0. 45
0. 67

1
11
1

0.06
0.28
0.03
0.11

2

10

2

2

Floral remains recovered from the flotation samples of the prehistoric features
are quite similar to the distribution of species from the historic occupation on the site.
Ferris et al. (1985:16-19) summarize the historic Ojibwa seasonal round in the early 19th
century that involved summer gardening, perhaps on the river flats, while much of the
winter was spent further inland at hunting camps. This is also the ideal prehistoric
pattern although substantive data is only slowly emerging.
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Discussion
The Bellamy site appears to represent a continuation of the seasonal
settlement/subsistence strategy practiced by the Younge Tradition since early in the
Late Woodland stage. The season of occupation is not easily inferred from, the limited
frequency of pit features or artifact classes recovered. The linear scatter of pit
features is by no means suggestive of a substantial structure, and if a structure is
represented, it was likely one or more small huts, or perhaps a Mean-to' form of shelter.
Ceramics were manufactured on the site, as evidenced by pottery waste, and
temperless, miniature vessels were also produced. The lithic assemblage suggests a fair
degree of toolstone conservation, although the quantity of retouch or resharpening
flakes indicates that activities involving cutting or scraping were common. The recovery
of two small, specialized flake tools and a large rough knife or chopper further
illustrates the domestic or utilitarian appearance of the assemblage. Overall, the
artifact assemblage and feature distribution gives the impression of a food storage or
processing area where day-to-day activities were accomplished in an informally
structured camp. The majority of artifacts and ecofacts are highly suggestive of female
task related activities.
Sufficient wood charcoal for two radiocarbon samples was recovered from the
Bellamy pits. The Feature 3 sample, associated with Vessels 2 and 5, provided an
uncorrected date of 430 +/- 75 B.P. (WAT-1639). This is A.D. 1520 +/- 75 and much too
late for the ceramics represented. Apparently some form of recent contamination
affected this sample. The second date of 630 +/- 75 B.P. (WAT-1638) from Feature 6,
associated with Vessels 3, 4, and 6, is within the date range of other Springwells
assemblages and it is considered to represent the prehistoric component on the Bellamy
site.
The Springwells phase of the Younge Tradition was first defined by James Fitting
on the basis of a number of intrusive burials and refuse pits in the Fort Wayne mounds
at Detroit and similar vessel types found on other Southeastern Michigan sites (Fitting
1965:141). A single radiocarbon date was associated with the Springwells material. In
Ontario, a radiocarbon dated Springwells phase ceramic assemblage is represented at the
Liahn site (AcHo-1) near Mitchell Bay (Kenyon 1978; Fox 1980:6). The extensive
Bruner-Colasanti site (Aahq-8) west of Leamington contained at least one pit cluster
with Springwells ceramics and provided a date directly associated with an interrupted
linear vessel (Lennox 1982:140). A punctated variant of the horizontal linear motif from
the Springwells component at the Dick site (AaHp-1), located to the north of Point
Pelee, also has a radiocarbon date (Reid 1983:41).
The unncorrected averages and calibrated ranges of these dated Springwells
components in southwestern Ontario are presented in Table 3. Calibrations are derived
from Klein et al. (1982:103-150) and correct for variations in atmospheric carbon.
The calibrated average range of the Springwells dates are A.D 1195 to A.D. 1359.
This places the phase as predominately falling within the 13th and 14th centuries. As
the radiocarbon dated Springwells phase sites in Ontario do not contain Parker
Festooned ceramics or its prototype known as Mixter Tool-Impressed (Shane 1967;
McKenzie and Blank 1976:309-311), the temporal framework of A.D. 1200 to A.D. 1350,
to perhaps as late as 1400, appears to span the Springwells phase in Ontario.
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Table 3. Springwells Radiocarbon Dates
Site

Uncorrected Average

Callibrated Range

Bellamy

1320 -i-/- 75

(1260 - 1405)

Bruner-Col

1235 -H/- 75

(1225 - 1340)

Dick

1170 -i-/- 100

(1045 - 1340)

Liahn

1320 -i-/- 30

(1270 - 1400)

Springwells

1159 -(-/- 75

(1175 - 1310)

In 1965, James Fitting suggested a temporal range of A.D. 1200 to 1400 for the
Springwells phase in southeastern Michigan (1965:149, 153). One year later he revised
this sequence and reduced the temporal extent of the Springwells phase from A.D. 1100
to A.D. 1250 (Fitting 1966:738). The revision was based on a single date of A.D. 1320
+/- 100 from a pit at the Verchave I site associated with a plain rimsherd. A significant
percentage of Parker Festooned also occurred on the site (Ibid 1966:738). Plain rims
followed by Parker Festooned were the most common types recovered at the Parker
Earthworks (Lee 1958:18). When calibrated, the high end of the Verchave I date falls
within the 15th century. Considering that two recently dated Ontario components with
identical means and less variation in range contained no evidence of Wolf phase
ceramics, it is very likely that the Verchave I date suffers from the 'old wood'
syndrome. Characteristically, Fitting's original temporal range of A.D. 1200-1400 fits
with the Ontario radiocarbon dates.
Conclusions
The prehistoric component of the Bellamy site is a late 13th or early 14th century
A. D. component of the Springwells phase of the Younge Tradition. With present
evidence, the Springwells phase represents the final Younge Tradition occupation on the
Bothwell Sand Plain. In southwestern Ontario, discrete occupations with later Wolf
phase ceramics such as Parker Festooned or shell-tempered wares are known only from
a few sites near Lake St. Clair or the St. Clair and Detroit Rivers. In the late 14th or
early 15th century A.D. the Ontario Iroquois moved onto the Bothwell Sand Plain as
colonists or conquerors and Wolf phase vessels compose only a minor, although culturally
significant, percentage of the Iroquoian ceramic assemblages.
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